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"Automobile manufacturers and brands operating in
Canada are facing a changing environment of evolving

preferences and consumer demand."
- Andrew Zmijak, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Men have their eyes set on a new car while more women are unsure
• Reliability tops the list for new vehicle features, especially among over-45s
• Vehicle recalls and scandals hurt brand image and sales

Generational considerations for type of vehicle and interest in vehicle features can be contrasting, as
younger consumers prefer newer models and the latest technology innovations, while older drivers lean
towards reliability and safety-oriented features. New registrations of passenger vehicles in Canada have
grown by 20% from 2010-15 and are projected to continue on a moderate growth path in the coming
years, displaying a bright future for auto sales in Canada.
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DID YOU KNOW? This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
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Interest rates remain very low

Dealers advertising clear out events and boasting brand achievements

Seasonal emphasis helps promote new vehicle lineups

Strong sales for the Canadian auto industry

Midsized SUVs and crossovers prove popular

Vehicle recalls and scandals

Investment in automotive innovations may change the automotive landscape

Interest rates remain very low
Figure 9: Ottawa Dodge, acquisition mail, September 2016

Figure 10: Toyota, acquisition mail, September 2016

Marketing clear out events and boasting achievements for dealerships
Figure 11: Rallye Motors Nissan, acquisition mail, September 2016

Seasonal emphasis to help push new vehicle lineups
Figure 12: Hyundai Canada, loyalty mailing, September 2016

Targeting parents via in-car entertainment and Wi-Fi

Strong sales for the Canadian auto industry

Midsized SUVs and crossovers a strong point for auto sales

Vehicle recalls and scandals

Investment in automotive innovations may change the automotive landscape

Manufacturers are turning to aluminum-body vehicles

Most consumers have at least one vehicle in their home

Nearly two thirds plan on purchasing a car in the next three years

Men lean towards new cars while women slightly over-index for used

Sedans and SUVs top the list for next purchase

Most plan on financing their next vehicle

Reliability tops the list for new vehicle features, particularly among over-45s

Interest in safety features is more prominent

The vast majority of consumers have at least one vehicle in their homes
Figure 13: Vehicles in the household, October 2016

Nearly two thirds plan on purchasing a car within the next three years
Figure 14: Vehicle purchase plan, October 2016
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Chinese Canadians are keen to purchase a vehicle in the near future
Figure 15: Vehicle purchase plan, Chinese Canadians vs overall population, October 2016

Men lean towards new cars while more women are unsure
Figure 16: Kind of vehicle considered for next purchase, by gender, October 2016

Sedans and SUVs top the list for next purchase
Figure 17: Type of vehicle considered, October 2016

Men more likely to consider most vehicles, except for crossovers
Figure 18: Type of vehicle considered (select), by gender, October 2016

Very young men are more inclined to consider a hybrid/electric vehicle

British Columbians more keen on hybrid/electric vehicles
Figure 19: Type of vehicle considered (select), by province, October 2016

Most plan on financing their next vehicle
Figure 20: Method of payment for next vehicle, October 2016

Younger consumers are more likely to finance and use credit cards
Figure 21: Method of payment for next vehicle, 18-44s vs over-45s, October 2016

Reliability tops the list for new vehicle features, especially among over-45s
Figure 22: new vehicle features (top three), 18-44s vs over-45s, October 2016

No maintenance needed car ownership is appealing to women

Younger cohorts lean towards the newest models and tech features
Figure 23: New vehicle features (select), 18-44s vs over-45s, October 2016

Interest in safety features is more prominent
Figure 24: Interest in safety features, October 2016

The vast majority of consumers are interested in a GPS
Figure 25: Interest in technology features, October 2016

In-car entertainment keep the kids occupied
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